
Q-CTRL Awarded £1 Million Funding in UK
Quantum Catalyst Competition

Quantum technology stack, from the user interface &

application inputs through to physical quantum

computing hardware. Train scheduling applications

are part of the quantum algorithms & applications

layer. Q-CTRL’s error-reducing infrastructure software

is highlighted.

Small Business Research Initiative (SBRI)

Selects Q-CTRL Project to Enhance Train

Scheduling Efficiency Using Quantum

Technologies 

OXFORD, UNITED KINGDOM, February

5, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Q-CTRL,

a global leader in developing useful

quantum technologies through

quantum control infrastructure

software, was today announced as a

winner of the Small Business Research

Initiative (SBRI) Quantum Catalyst Fund

Competition. Awarded £1 million in

funding, Q-CTRL's winning proposal will

deliver new quantum-hardware-

optimized algorithmic solvers built on

their proprietary performance

management software to the

Department for Transport and

Network Rail. This software will

address train schedule optimization for

both large-scale rail networks and

detailed station routing, bringing a new generation of quantum solutions to pressing

government problems.

The SBRI competition is funded by the Department for Science, Innovation and Technology (DSIT)

and Innovate UK (IUK) to explore the benefit of using quantum technologies in various areas of

interest for the UK government. 

The competition consisted of two stages: Phase 1 with a three-month duration and a £2 million

total budget, followed by Phase 2 extending 15 months with a total budget of up to £15 million.

Successful projects from Phase 1 competed to continue their development in Phase 2.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://q-ctrl.com/
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Adapted from Phys. Rev. Applied 20, 024034 with

larger device results. Q-CTRL’s workflow enhances

device performance over both direct circuit execution

and an expert-configured alternative error-reduction

workflow on quantum hardware. These resu

Q-CTRL was one of six entries achieving

Phase 2 status and received a share of

the £15 million funding pool. The work

to be delivered builds on Q-CTRL’s deep

expertise in quantum computing for

logistics and transport, developed with

customers including Transport for NSW

and the Australian Army.

Science Minister, Andrew Griffith MP

said, “As we steer towards an economy

benefitting from quantum, this further

£45 million in funding underscores our

commitment to support bright UK

innovators who are pushing

boundaries and seizing the potential of

this technology to transform our public

services.”

Planning and operating public rail transport networks involves making tough scheduling choices

to balance passenger service, infrastructure management, and resilience to disruption. To

effectively meet these objectives, fast and high-quality computing tools are needed, solving a

class of problems called “optimization”.

As we steer towards an

economy benefitting from

quantum, this further £45

million in funding

underscores our

commitment to support

bright UK innovators who

are pushing boundaries...”

Science Minister, Andrew

Griffith MP

The Department for Transport and Network Rail is

interested in leveraging state-of-the-art quantum solutions

for scheduling to provide improvements in transit time,

robustness to delays, and reductions in operating costs

and emissions. 

In the winning proposal, researchers and engineers at Q-

CTRL will tailor a quantum optimization algorithm for high-

performance scheduling to run efficiently on quantum

computer hardware, and test on systems from Oxford

Quantum Circuits (OQC). The software is designed to be

usable by anyone in the Department for Transport and

Network Rail’s scheduling team, without needing any expertise in quantum computing.

Andre Carvalho, Head of Quantum Control Solutions at Q-CTRL noted, "This funding marks a

significant step towards applying quantum computing in practical settings. By optimizing train

schedules with quantum algorithms, we're not just enhancing efficiency and reducing emissions;

we're paving the way for quantum technologies to solve real-world problems and make a



tangible impact on people's lives.”

Q-CTRL’s leading expertise in delivering useful quantum solutions leveraging performance-

management infrastructure software for quantum computers, together with OQC’s state-of-the-

art quantum processors, will enable the Department to easily prototype quantum solutions for

their most pressing challenges and gain real insights into the future of quantum computing for

their sector.

Quantum computing is an emerging technology with the opportunity to transform a wide range

of industries. In the near term, quantum optimization for transport, logistics, and machine

learning is a leading candidate for early value capture, where even small computational benefits

can deliver huge advantages.

About Q-CTRL   

Q-CTRL’s quantum control infrastructure software for R&D professionals and quantum

computing end users delivers the highest performance error-correcting and suppressing

techniques globally, and provides a unique capability accelerating the pathway to the first useful

quantum computers and quantum sensors. Q-CTRL operates a globally leading quantum

sensing division focused on software-level innovation for strategic capability. Q-CTRL also has

developed Black Opal, an edtech platform that enables users to quickly learn quantum

computing.   

Founded by Michael J. Biercuk in 2017, Q-CTRL has pioneered the quantum infrastructure

software segment, and has become the leading product-focused software company in the

broader quantum sector. Q-CTRL has been an inaugural member of the IBM Quantum Network

startup program since 2018, and its performance management software now runs natively on

IBM quantum computers. The company has international headquarters in Sydney, Los Angeles,

Berlin, and Oxford.
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